
Astley C.E. Primary School 
Science Curriculum: Long Term Plan 

The essential skills of working scientifically are embedded into the units of work to ensure coverage and progression. 
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What are things 
made of? 
(Chemistry: 
Everyday 
Materials) 

Why are there so 
many leaves on the 
floor? 
(Physics: Seasonal 
Change) 

What would 
Traction Man use 
to build our school? 
(Chemistry: 
Everyday 
Materials) 

Why is my 
wardrobe 
changing? 
(Physics: Seasonal 
Change) 

Which wild animals 
and plants thrive in 
our local 
environment? 
(Biology: Plants) 

How far can you 
throw your 
shadow? 
(Physics: Light and 
Dark) 

Could you be the 
next CSI 
investigator? 
(Chemistry: 
Reversible & 
Irreversible 
changes) 

Is there anybody 
out there? 
(Physics: Earth and 
Space) 
 
Have we always 
looked like this? 
(Biology: Evolution 
and inheritance) 

What do we know 
about African 
animals? 
Are all animals the 
same?  
(Biology: Animal 
Classification and 
Life Cycles) 
 
Why do I get out of 
puff when I run? 
(Biology: Human 
Exercise and 
Health) 

What do we know 
about dinosaurs? 
(Biology: Animal 
habitats and Food 
Chains) 

Why are humans 
not like lions? 
(Biology: Animal 
Classification and 
Life Cycles) 
 
How will five a day 
keep me healthy? 
(Biology: Human 
Exercise and 
Health) 
 
 

Why would an 
elephant not make 
a good pet? 
(Biology: Animal 
habitats and Food 
Chains) 
 
 

Why is the sound 
made by X enjoyed 
by so many? 
(Physics: Sound)  
 
What happens to 
the food we eat? 
(Biology: Digestive 
System) 

What do rocks tell 
us about the way 
the earth was 
formed?  
(Physics: Rocks and 
Magnets) 
 
How would we 
survive without 
water? 
(Chemistry: States 
of Matter and the 
Water Cycle) 

Does everything 
that goes up also 
come down?  
(Physics: Forces) 
 
How can you light 
up your life? 
(Physics: Light) 

Why is your heart 
the most important 
pump you own? 
(Biology: 
Circulatory System) 

How does your 
garden grow? 
(Biology: Plants and 
Trees) 

What are plants 
and animals called? 
(Biology: Plants) 

What plants and 
animals can we find 
in Shrawley 
Woods? 
(Biology: Plants and 
Trees) 

What can we find 
growing on a farm? 
(Biology: Plants) 

How would you 
cope for a day 
without electricity? 
(Physics: 
Electricity) 

How can Usain Bolt 
run so fast?  
(Biology: Skeleton 
and Muscles) 

Do all animals start 
life as an egg and 
how different will 
you be when you 
are as old as your 
grandparents? 
(Biology: Life Cycles 
and Animal 
Classification) 

Could you be the 
next Nintendo 
apprentice? 
(Physics: 
Electricity) 

 


